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TRENDS & FORECASTING 

The Future Of Borderless Employment 

 

By Nicholas West 

Introduction 

We know that governments are slow to respond to just about           
everything. This is particularly obvious during times of rapid         
transformation like we are currently experiencing. The disruption        
created by the digital realm presents an interesting convergence         
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of business fundamentals and politics that is becoming harder to          
separate by the day. 

Good government – to the extent that one could possibly exist –            
would at least acknowledge that competition is good, options for          
self-direction should be plentiful, and the ability to receive the full           
fruits of one’s labor is a moral (and practical) right. Sadly, these            
parameters are not currently enshrined anywhere on Earth, but         
new pressures appear to be taking form that are slowly pushing           
several governments into a new mindset. 

Evidence is beginning to emerge that some governments are         
finally recognizing that the modern world is full of talented people           
who have the tools at their disposal to become virtually          
one-person wrecking balls to the monopolistic foundation upon        
which government tends to be built. The combination of tools like           
high-speed Internet, having all the world’s knowledge at one’s         
fingertips, and decentralized cryptocurrency offer a newfound       
mobility to the modern high-tech worker or entrepreneur. But         
even at the street level in a country like the U.S. with built-in             
options (individual states), people have demonstrated a       
willingness to escape the burdens of government when it         
becomes overbearing. 

This new reality is creating in my estimation an overall sense that            
people are scrambling to position themselves wherever possible        
to give themselves the best conditions for success. It is creating a            
time of great personal opportunity; and perhaps it’s also an          
opportunity for those regions of the world that are willing to           
embrace people who understand that the future of employment is          
very likely a borderless one. 

The Migration 

In Issue 9 of Counter Markets, which covered the burgeoning          
secession movements around the world, I concluded with a word          
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about “personal secession.” I cited a wonderful phrase coined by          
Charles Hugh Smith called “migration of the tax donkeys” that          
highlighted a mindset which leads to an unwavering movement         
toward independence. Smith provided ample evidence for the        
governmental conditions that are triggering personal      
emancipation as summarized in the graphic below. 

 

Interestingly, since the time Issue 9 came out in November 2017,           
there is some evidence to show that the trend has reversed to            
people staying closer to home (at least within the U.S.) while           
looking for a job. Could this be due to the fact that a larger              
number of people are now settled in the area they have already            
chosen for better opportunities? That appears to be the case          
when we account for the lead-up time to 2017’s conclusions about           
migration. 
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About 3.5 million people relocated for a new job last year,           
according to U.S. census data, a 10% drop from 3.8 million           
in 2015, The Wall Street Journal recently reported. (Source:         
NewsMax) 

WSJ goes on to list some potentially valid reasons which do not            
include tax migration, but it certainly seems plausible that         
dissatisfaction with certain state conditions that Smith outlined        
would also have heavily contributed to these findings. 

But even if staying put seems to be a current trend inside the             
United States, the same general criticisms of government control         
may apply to any region of the world. Countries should be willing            
to honestly account for the possibility of tax migration and be           
willing to reduce their own barriers to entry in an attempt to court             
productive new residents. In fact, new studies are beginning to          
show that much like an arms race, a low-tax race may already            
have been initiated by some of the recent policy changes in the            
United States. Again, we are for NO TAX, but any time           
government shows signs of capitulating to a free market directed          
by a fed-up populace, the celebration should begin. 

The Foundation for Economic Freedom noted the attention this         
received in none other than The Wall Street Journal. 

Last year’s corporate tax cut is reducing U.S. tax collections,          
as expected. But that change is likely to ripple far beyond the            
country’s borders in the years ahead, shrinking other        
countries’ tax revenue… The U.S. tax law will reduce what          
other countries collect from multinational corporations by       
1.6% to 13.5%… Companies will be more likely to put profits           
and real investment in the U.S. than they were before the           
U.S. lowered its corporate tax rate from 35% to 21%,          
according to the paper. That will leave fewer corporate         
profits for other countries to tax. And as that happens, other           
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countries are likely to chase the U.S. by lowering their          
corporate tax rates, too, creating the potential for what critics          
have called a race to the bottom. …Mexico, Japan and the           
U.K. rank near the top of the paper’s list of countries likely to             
lose revenue… Corporate tax rates steadily declined over        
the past few decades as countries competed to attract         
investment. 

 

Of course, the final comment that this is a “race to the bottom” is              
short-sighted when looking only at collected tax revenue. It         
completely misses the point, which is that the reduction of taxes           
creates attractive options for economic investment and growth        
where previously they were limited or non-existent. 

Although taxes usually dominate the headlines, this is definitely         
not the only key factor in opening up new economic activity and            
altering how government relates to its residents and citizens. 
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Cryptocurrency offers a slew of benefits to economic freedom, as          
readers already know, but it’s not often mentioned how it’s serving           
to separate the wheat from the chaff among world governments. 

People too often become focused on crypto market movements to          
the downside sparked by the “crackdown” of this or that          
government on this or that day, only to have a government modify            
its position or reverse it days, weeks, or months later. This is a             
process that should be embraced by those taking the long view.           
The technology isn’t going anywhere and the philosophy behind it          
is only growing. The few sound cryptocurrencies among the vast          
ocean of the speculative and fraudulent will persevere and         
overcome whatever gets thrown at them. That might not be the           
case for governments taking the hardline against the use of          
cryptocurrency. 

This month, for example, we saw the UK target the bank accounts            
of cryptocurrency holders. This is certainly terrible for those who          
were unjustly affected. But what does it say about the UK           
government? Clearly it says that anyone who values economic         
freedom should begin looking elsewhere. In other words, the only          
thing the UK is ultimately stopping is their own economic growth.  

Perhaps most telling in the story from the UK is one bank            
manager who stated that the branch “no longer wanted to do           
business with ‘these types of people.’” What types? Oh,         
forward-thinking, cutting-edge, technically proficient and intelligent      
free market supporters? Seems like a very bad idea to ostracize           
those “types of people.” 

There is also a clearly established link between economic liberty          
and national prosperity that many governments just can’t seem to          
understand. Yet, the biggest problem for countries like the UK is           
not merely the suppression of those who are legitimately building          
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wealth and spreading it, but the fact that anyone with this skill-set            
is increasingly becoming mobile.  

In fact, this talent pool is growing and is becoming able to conduct             
interviews with any host that actually appreciates what they have          
to offer. It’s a welcome role reversal in the process of           
migration/immigration whereby the control is now in the hands of          
the productive. Sure, anyone can be stymied from time to time by            
arbitrary governmental rulings, but the will to opt-out even from          
one’s country of birth has been sparked by a groundswell of           
people who are becoming known as “digital nomads.” 

Resources for Digital Nomads 

As I’ve stated before, leaving the country of one’s birth is not an             
easy decision. But I would also add that it doesn’t have to be             
permanent. Expatriation used to be reserved mainly for retirees         
who were in fact looking for that “final chapter” where business           
concerns were no longer a priority. But as more countries have           
built the proper infrastructure for conducting modern business,        
options have opened up for a younger population to test the           
waters. 

I have seen this myself around Central America where I have           
lived for the past 12 years. Not only are communities of young            
expats a growing social and economic group, but the youth born           
into this region are likewise expanding their worldview. My own          
20-year-old stepdaughter is part of this group. Lately she’s been          
expressing her disagreement with many government policies,       
social views, and economic conditions of her home country that          
she sees as antiquated and no longer consistent with her          
principles, nor supportive of her career goals. Since her area of           
study is the medical field, she is already beginning to look           
outward for places in the world that will be most receptive to her             
social outlook and path for prosperity. For a young woman from a            
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Latin American country, this is a shockingly new phenomenon.         
And, according to her, many of her friends and schoolmates are           
doing the same. It’s also worth noting that much of this younger            
group is also at least bilingual, and some already speak 4 and 5             
languages with basic proficiency. This is a group that should          
literally have the red carpet rolled out for them. 

In the 12 years that I have been in Central America, I have seen              
the Internet move from dial-up to fiber optic download speeds in           
the hundreds of MB per second in most areas of where I live.             
Cryptocurrency can now be traded through localbitcoins.com and        
local Facebook groups are well-established to lend support for the          
crypto ideology. Pressure is being exerted on the government to          
further expand banking options. I suspect that if this government          
doesn’t listen to the youth and those who want to be a part of a               
new economy, they are going to lose talented people … quickly. 

The “marketplace for governance” is now open for business. 

From cryptocurrency millionaires in Puerto Rico to digital        
nomads in hotspots like Thailand, Indonesia, and Colombia,        
there is increasingly a view that there is a marketplace for           
governance, and we hold the power as consumers. Much         
like choosing a cereal from the breakfast department of a          
supermarket, highly-skilled professionals are now comparing      
governments online — and making clear-headed choices       
based on which ones are most convenient and have the          
greatest amenities available… 

A little more friction in the immigration process from an extra           
visa form could mean hundreds of digital nomads simply         
switch their plane tickets somewhere else, depriving a        
country of innovative thought and critical revenues. (Source:        
TechCrunch) 
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Joe Jarvis from The Daily Bell recently highlighted the passages          
above in his own article on the topic as well as two key resources              
that have been on my radar as I am researching foreign work            
options with my stepdaughter. I will add a few more resources           
afterward that seem worthwhile for anyone considering the life of          
a digital nomad, or who is merely interested in identifying other           
important economic and social trends that can be extrapolated by          
what is being sought from prospective workers and residents. 

Jobbatical 

 

Their tagline “Because your skills matter more than your passport”          
should be the mantra for all forward-thinking nations. Jobbatical         
offers an easy-to-navigate database for both employees and their         
prospective employers. The site is essentially divided into two         
sections to best serve the needs of each party. Not much is            
required of employees other than signing up. The business         
section does carry several categories of fees, but offers additional          
services including candidate sourcing, pre-qualification,     
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professional copywriting, a company profile page and immigration        
support and visa consulting for 41 countries. The current country          
list includes: 

Australia, Austria, China, Colombia, Cyprus, Denmark,      
Estonia, Finland, Germany, Hungary, Indonesia, Ireland,      
Israel, Japan, Latvia, Lithuania, Malaysia, Netherlands,      
Poland, Portugal, Serbia, Singapore, Spain (Barcelona),      
Swaziland, Taiwan, Thailand, Angola, Botswana, Gabon,      
Ivory Coast, Kenya, Mauritius, Morocco, Mozambique,      
Namibia, Nigeria, Senegal, South Africa, Tanzania, Tunisia       
and Zimbabwe. 

This list, as well as the omissions, says a lot about freedom – at              
least in the realm of employment and those courting talent.  

Nomad List 

 

As you can see in the above screenshot, this is a crowdsourced            
list. On the surface it appears much less organized than          
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Jobbatical, as it’s basically one endlessly scrolling database of job          
postings. However, taking a trip through the different offerings         
reveals the brilliance of this site. I personally like the choice about            
what data is shown upfront in the thumbnails, particularly the          
average cost of living for a single digital nomad and Internet           
speed being most prominent. As someone who does his work          
online, low Internet speed and reliability would absolutely rule out          
certain locations.  

But as you scroll over any of the above images, other key data             
captures are revealed that will help to narrow one’s focus. You will            
find an overall score given by Nomad as well as Cost, Internet,            
Fun and Safety. Clicking on a location, though, opens up a           
massive trove of other scoring criteria that is very well thought out            
and gives a wonderful snapshot to help in the decision-making          
process. Let’s look at Chiang Mai, Thailand, for example. 
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From there, additional clicks across the toolbar reveal nearly         
everything from infrastructure, to basic freedoms, social aspects,        
languages, demographic data and more. You can also click         
“Explore” from the home page and set filters to narrow your           
search, which I found to be better than using the general search            
bar. The inclusion of a forum as well as the “Meet” function will be              
instrumental in helping to aggregate the experience of others who          
are going through – or have gone through – your exact process.            
So far, this has been the site most helpful to my stepdaughter            
since she is as concerned about freedom, human rights and          
social structure as she is about financial opportunities. 

GoAbroad 

 

Although the emphasis is on travel rather than specifically         
working, GoAbroad is also a great repository for those who are           
looking to volunteer, intern or study abroad. For those who would           
like to begin expanding their horizons while still in their formative           
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stage, you can investigate the shorter-term opportunities that        
might lead to other networking opportunities, as well as to get an            
on-the-ground perspective for yourself rather than committing       
sight unseen based on the criteria of others. The website is easy            
to navigate, has an excellent search function and offers key          
information about embassies, travel requirements, articles from       
fellow travelers and other resources that can help find the perfect           
fit for a range of careers and interests.  

Startup Societies Foundation 

 

While not being a specific outlet for jobs and residency, this is            
another useful place to connect with others of a similar mindset.           
People’s ideas for governance are often far more complicated that          
what we are fed in the mainstream. It’s best that we have our             
dialogue and arguments beforehand than find we have committed         
to a location or philosophy that turns out not to have been as             
advertised.  

Voluntary societies such as the well-known libertarian stronghold        
called the Free State Project and many other startup communities          
like Norway’s Liberstad might resonate perfectly with you, but         
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might be lacking in some ways for others. There are people willing            
to migrate to the world’s oceans (and even outer space) if           
necessary in order to make their own ideas of voluntary society a            
reality. Discussions are also taking place continuously at Steemit         
where the marketplace of ideas is open for your competing views.           
If you consider yourself a builder, then this is the place for you. 

Closing Thoughts 

One major caveat comes on the heels of the benefits offered by a             
rapidly changing world – the conditions for prosperity might also          
drastically change along with the whims of governance,        
unexpected economic fallout from other nations, technological       
progress or myriad other reasons unforeseen. Perhaps       
adaptability and flexibility are the traits that should be most          
cultivated and coveted in the world of the future. This is much            
easier to attain when one has adopted a mindset of personal           
sovereignty. Please send us a message about any other         
resources that you have come across which can help the Counter           
Markets community of readers get a head start on independence          
and become a force of positive change. 
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ENTREPRENEURSHIP 

A Tale Of Two Garages: Self-Funding Vs. Venture Funding 

 

By Vin Armani  

I have been an entrepreneur since I was in my teens. I have             
made my living as the owner of my own business (including as an             
independent contractor) for the vast majority of my adult years. In           
fact, for the last 2 decades, there is only a smattering of years             
where my income was reported to Uncle Sam on a W-2 form. 
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Most of the ventures that I have started haven’t been profitable.           
This is typical for serial entrepreneurs. Of those few business          
interests that did manage to earn a profit, only a handful were            
sustainable enough to reliably pay all of my living expenses over           
a significant period of time. Starting such a sustainable business          
is, in my opinion, the metric for entrepreneurial success. I call it            
“R&B,” which stands for “rent & bills.” My experience has been           
that if your business is sustainable enough to reliably pay your           
rent and bills every month, you have a successful venture and all            
that is needed for more profit is to scale that business. 

It takes money to make money. Starting a business requires          
capital. If you are very lucky, your venture will only require human            
capital (your personal “sweat equity”) to get from startup to          
profitability. In most cases, at some early stage in your business,           
you will need to acquire financial capital (actual money) in order to            
take your vision to the next necessary phase. For most          
entrepreneurs this capital will come from some combination of the          
following sources: out of the entrepreneur’s own savings or         
working capital (self-funding); from a loan; from an investor in          
exchange for an equity stake in the company (venture capital). Of           
the businesses that I have taken from idea to R&B, I have only             
even self-funded or received venture capital from an investor.  

In this article, I will outline some of the things I’ve learned along             
the way, and tools for making the determination of what kind of            
funding you should be pursuing for your own venture. I’m going to            
elucidate those lessons by telling the story of two garages,          
separated by less than 2 miles, and separated by the most           
important 60 years in the history of one of today’s most important            
locations: Silicon Valley. 

Before getting to our Tale of Two Garages, I want to spend just a              
short period of time talking about loans. In this article I am going             
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to show how the type of business you are in has a great deal to               
do with the type of funding you should be utilizing. Getting a loan,             
in my opinion, can have incredible utility when used correctly.          
However, a loan differs from self-funding and venture capital in a           
very important way. Your ability to acquire a loan is dependent on            
your creditworthiness or the creditworthiness of your business. 

Your willingness to self-fund and your ability to attract equity          
investors is dependent on the degree to which you and others           
believe in the potential profitability of your venture. In my opinion,           
the proper use of loaned financial capital is to fulfill an order for             
product that has already been secured or that has an exceedingly           
high chance of being secured. Loans are normal and powerful          
means of securing quick, short-term capital in manufacturing,        
shipping, and agriculture. In the case of such use, the loans are            
paid back immediately after the order has been fulfilled and          
payment has been received. This type of loan carries significantly          
less risk than a loan acquired primarily to pay for the cost of             
starting up a business that doesn’t have orders already in the           
pipeline. Those startup scenarios are best funded with        
self-funding or venture capital, as was done by the men in the two             
garages that I will now tell you about. 
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In 1938, Silicon Valley was born in a one-car garage at 367            
Addison Avenue in Palo Alto, CA. David and Lucile Packard          
rented the first floor of the modest house on the same property.            
David’s college friend and business partner, Bill Hewlett, who was          
finishing up his graduate studies in engineering at Stanford (their          
mutual alma mater), lived in a little shack near the garage. The            
two men were obsessed with the burgeoning field of electronics          
and set about, together, tinkering and building devices that they          
thought someone might find useful.  

They used tools that they purchased with their own funds and           
even used the oven in Lucile Packard’s kitchen to bake the paint            
onto the panels of their devices (Lucille claimed the food never           
tasted quite right after that). The men self-funded their little          
endeavor all the way from a mere dream to making their first            
corporate sale of 8 audio oscillators, of a device Bill had been            
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working on while at Stanford, to Disney. The devices were used in            
the production of Fantasia (1940), a milestone film for the          
legendary animation company. It wasn’t until the next year,         
however, after more sales, that Hewlett and Packard formalized         
their partnership. They flipped a coin to see which order their           
names would appear and Hewlett-Packard was born.  

For 80 years, the legacy of Hewlett-Packard has shaped our          
world. Many of the greatest names in tech got their start working            
for HP or were inspired by their products. The two men were            
active participants in the activities of the company they started for           
their entire careers. The culture of HP, as created and nurtured by            
Bill and Dave is remembered in glowing terms by everyone who           
had a chance to work with them in building and growing one of             
the world’s iconic business ventures. 

Hewlett-Packard is the quintessential self-funding success story.       
Dave and Bill were part of the introduction of thousands of           
innovative consumer products over the years. From cutting-edge        
electrical testing equipment to the world’s first scientific handheld         
calculator (a miracle product in 1971) to personal computers,         
printers, and scanners, the two men manifested their futuristic         
dreams like few ever have or ever will. Hewlett and Packard were            
both men of extraordinary skill, vision, and determination. They         
were driven to create useful products, whatever those products         
might be. Most importantly, they were (rightly) confident that they          
were just the two men to deliver those products, at a fraction of             
the price of their competitors. This is precisely the profile of the            
type of business venture that is best suited to be self-funded. 

Dave and Bill were able to work in their garage part-time, between            
jobs and graduate studies, to create their products. This allowed          
them to maintain other employment and generate the necessary         
capital to purchase tools and material. Their particular venture         
didn’t require that the men spend specific hours devoted to          
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engineering their inventions. They could set their own schedules         
and leave work on hold if need be. When there were outstanding            
orders that needed to be fulfilled, the two men could take time            
from research and development to do the necessary work of          
getting products out of the door in a timely manner. When           
business was slower, more time could be spent on innovating and           
marketing new products.  

A startup business venture that has these characteristics is one          
that is well suited to self-funding. Not all ventures, however, have           
this amount of flexibility. Sixty years after Dave Packard and Bill           
Hewlett began working in their little garage, two other legends of           
Silicon Valley opened up shop in a garage less than two miles            
away. 

 

In the Fall of 1998, in the garage at 232 Santa Margarita Avenue             
in Menlo Park, California (walking distance from the HP Garage),          
Sergey Brin and Larry Page set up shop. Just 3 years before, the             
two men had met at Stanford University – just like Hewlett and            
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Packard. They formed a friendship and began working on a way           
to catalogue and search the growing content of a nascent          
communication platform called The World Wide Web.  

Larry and Sergey’s Web Search Engine, first called Backrub and          
later renamed Google, caught the attention of several of Silicon          
Valley’s technorati. In August of 1998, Andy Bechtolsheim wrote         
the men a check for $100,000. Unable to cash the check made            
out to “Google,” the two men incorporated their company and          
rented garage space from Susan Wojcicki (who would become         
employee #16 at Google). While it is not clear exactly how much            
equity in the company Bechtolsheim received for his angel         
investment, it is estimated that he received between 1 and 2           
percent of the total shares at Google’s initial public offering. With           
Alphabet (the renamed Google parent company) valued at over         
$700 billion, that would make Bechtolsheim’s venture capital bet         
worth between 7 and 14 billion dollars. 

Brin and Page had an innovative and useful idea. They had the            
mental and emotional tools to build their dream. In fact, by the            
time they received funding, they had a functioning prototype. Brin,          
Page, Bechtolsheim, and the many investors who would come         
later, were confident that this useful innovation could be turned          
into a profitable business. However, it was going to require quite a            
bit of time, 3 years, before the company could turn a profit. During             
that time, the company would need to grow and build, with a            
full-time staff and all necessary infrastructure. Clearly, Brin and         
Page – two Stanford graduate students – could not have          
self-funded Google. The power of their product was clear to those           
who had the vision to see. After their first investment (perhaps           
because of it) the company never struggled to acquire funding. 

When Sergey and Larry moved into that garage, they knew that           
they would be devoting the majority of their days and many of            
their nights to improving their product. They also knew that they           
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wouldn’t be able to do it alone. As they hit each milestone, their             
expenses would grow. It wasn’t necessarily the case that their          
revenue would immediately grow along with those expenses.        
However, their vision was powerful enough to attract individuals         
with capital who were willing to take on financial risk in the            
present for a commensurate share of anticipated future rewards.         
Those VC investors, by investing in Google, were incentivized to          
look out for the best interests of the company and help them            
succeed as quickly as possible. After all, the quicker Google          
made profits, the quicker the investors would see their returns. 

There are powerful lessons in the story of these two garages.           
Although no business I have started has reached the meteoric          
heights of HP or Google, there is a narrative thread that runs            
through these two stories that resonates with me and will similarly           
resonate with anyone who has either self-funded a business or          
received equity investment. How can you judge if your startup          
business should be self-funded or if venture capital is a better           
route? 

Start-up businesses that are well-suited for self-funding, like        
Hewlett-Packard: 

● Can produce products and services at a profit while allowing          
the founders to maintain full-time employment elsewhere 

● Can be run completely by the founders and don’t require          
full-time staff 

● Can generate revenue before the founders even have a         
need to formalize their legal business entity (or even pick a           
name for their venture) 

● Can scale (or not) gradually and organically 

If your business is well-suited to self-funding, but after a year or            
so you find it difficult to produce products at profit, that is a good              
indication that it may be prudent to shutter the business. 
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Start-up businesses that are well-suited for venture/equity       
funding, like Google: 

● Require that founders work full-time at the venture even         
before it can generate profits 

● Require that founders hire additional full-time staff in order to          
bring the company to profitability 

● Require legal organization and/or licensing and other       
administrative expenses before being able to operate 

● Must scale to a certain level (beyond the scale at startup) in            
order to realize profits 

If your business is well-suited to VC funding but, a year or so after              
releasing a prototype, you find that you are not attracting interest           
from investors, that is a good indication that it may be time to             
shutter the business. 

Of course, a great many businesses straddle these two groups of           
properties. If you do have interest from investors, but also have           
the ability to self-fund, then that is when you weigh the merits of             
the individual investors. Having the ability to self-fund allows you          
to choose investors who you believe will be active in helping you            
grow the value of your company and also will help in organizing            
future investment rounds as your company grows. When you         
self-fund, you know that the main investor, you, has a true           
passion for your project. Don’t settle for a venture capital investor           
who doesn’t have the same sort of passion and a desire to be a              
part of something great. 

If you have skill, a solid team, a brilliant vision, and not a small              
amount of luck, you might wind up going from your own garage to             
legendary status like Bill, Dave, Sergey, and Larry. I wish you           
nothing but the best of luck! 

Stay Free!  
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SELF-SUFFICIENCY 
Organizing A Cooperative 

 

By Brian Berletic 

Introduction 

I have been made a true believer in the power of decentralization            
and self-sufficiency. I have seen it work to empower individuals          
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and communities on a very local level; and on a much larger level,             
it can transfer power and wealth away from monopolies of          
economic and political power that would otherwise compromise        
truly free and functional markets.  

My many years living and working in Asia have given me a true             
appreciation for the many aspects of decentralization and        
self-sufficiency. I have shared many of these ideas in previous          
issues of Counter Markets on very specific technologies on a very           
individual level. These are ideas like 3D printing, opensource         
electronic prototyping, local agriculture, waste management, and       
even energy production. 

Last issue I shared my experience and thoughts on makerspaces,          
which are collaborative workshops used to pool resources        
together as a sort of “gym” for prototyping and entrepreneurship. 

This last example could be considered in the most general sense,           
a cooperative. Cooperatives allow decentralization to compete in        
areas where technology still hasn’t given individuals and small         
companies a definitive edge against larger existing monopolies.        
While depending on others in a cooperative is not technically          
“self-sufficiency,” it allows us better localize dependencies as a         
stepping stone toward true self-sufficiency and independence. 

Cooperatives are a way for like-minded individuals, companies,        
and organizations to pool their resources together as an         
economic, social, or political force multiplier, and usually on a very           
local basis.  

Let’s Define Cooperatives 

There are varying definitions of what a cooperative is, ranging          
from the philosophical to the general, as well as legal definitions.           
None of them are necessarily wrong, but for clarification I will pick            
one. 
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I like and will use this definition provided by Wikipedia:  

an autonomous association of persons united voluntarily to        
meet their common economic, social, and cultural needs and         
aspirations through a jointly-owned and democratically      
controlled enterprise. 

We can see the obvious shortcomings of democracy in a national           
context, but it might (or might not) surprise you to hear that            
democracy in its strictest sense was something also used among          
the most anarchical of enterprises – pirates on their ships, where           
all decisions including who the captain would be, were decided by           
the crew through a vote. And, of course, literal democracy can be            
found at work in the modern boardrooms of corporations. So let’s           
not accidentally conflate the pop culture perception of        
“democracy” with actual democracy, where a small group of         
informed shareholders vote on major decisions. 

With this definition in hand, and understanding that “jointly owned”          
and “democratically controlled” should be viewed in a similar         
sense as a corporation with shareholders, we can move forward          
with some examples and see just what sort of benefits they           
provide us as individuals and the leverage they provide the          
process of decentralization and self-sufficiency. 

Examples of Cooperatives 

Agricultural: Cooperatives are a big thing here in Thailand. A          
single farmer usually cannot produce all his own fertilizer, buy and           
operate a harvester, or open up his own rice mill. A group of             
organized farmers can. This cuts out middlemen who would         
otherwise siphon off profits from each farmer in the collective as           
well as allow middlemen (who are often also politicians) to          
exercise a degree of financial, social, and political control over          
these farmers. 
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Provinces in Thailand where cooperatives have caught on and         
are growing in a big way are head and shoulders above those            
where indebted farmers still remain reliant on middlemen. 

Agricultural cooperatives also include internal financing which       
cuts out big banks as well as growing marketing and distribution           
networks taking advantage of IT to connect directly with         
customers and cut out big retailers. 

These can be as big and as well organized as a company, or             
relatively informal with a variety of informal or legal agreements          
used to provide consistency to their structure and function. 

For the Thai government, corrupt middlemen are seen as         
potential usurpers and instead of attempting to dominate all         
aspects of society (because existing levels of decentralization        
here makes this unfeasible) they have opted instead to empower          
farmers further to drain the swamp, so to speak, of middlemen.           
They are doing this by actively encouraging cooperatives. The         
beauty of this government program, however, is that once         
cooperatives successfully get going and the profits start rolling in,          
there is an incentive for those within the cooperative to sustain it            
with minimum input from the government afterward. 

There are plenty of agricultural cooperatives that spring up among          
farmers on their own as well. 

The force multiplier of agricultural cooperatives is first and         
foremost the fact that several farmers can pool resources together          
to acquire equipment for milling, processing, packaging, and        
shipping that only larger agricultural enterprises could afford, thus         
allowing them to compete on a more equal footing and          
maintaining a balance between local, national, and international        
enterprise. 
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We can see an English-language explanation of Thailand’s        
agricultural cooperatives here (.pdf file). 

Manufacturing: OpenDesk isn’t in Thailand. It is everywhere. It is          
a cooperative of sorts. Designs are co-owned because they are          
all opensource and available online. OpenDesk maintains a        
collection of proven designs for furniture crafted from        
computer-controlled machines (CNC) as an online marketplace. It        
takes pressure off individual manufacturers who are either        
struggling or unable to find wider markets. 

 

Members of this cooperative independently own the means of         
producing the furniture locally and the OpenDesk website serves         
as a global platform to connect buyers with the closest          
manufacturer to them. 

If IKEA is a furniture monopoly taking customers away from local           
furniture makers around the globe, OpenDesk provides an        
alternative for decentralized furniture makers to better compete in         
the marketplace. While OpenDesk may never put IKEA out of          
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business, it will certainly make it easier for independent furniture          
makers and small furniture companies to make a better living.  

 

We can imagine a bit of the money IKEA is making finding its way              
into the hands of more local businesses, rather than these          
businesses closing and makers ending up as employees, thanks         
to cooperatives like OpenDesk. 

As technology improves and the means of manufacturing fall into          
more and more hands via CNC, 3D printing, laser cutters and           
more, OpenDesk itself is likely to continue growing, and many          
other cooperatives like it will pop up alongside it. 

Energy: I touched on this in a previous issue regarding biogas. A            
rural community in western Thailand is so remote it isn’t even           
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within the national cell phone network, but it ended up coming           
together to solve for themselves a lack of public utilities including           
running water and electricity. 

They did this through a more informal cooperative built around a           
community training center that provides knowledge about solar        
power and biogas. Once trained, villagers are able to build their           
own privately-owned solar energy system and their own biogas         
digester. They’ll often pitch in and help one neighbor with          
constructing additions like a solar-powered water pump and        
residential or agricultural water tower this week because they         
know their neighbor will pitch in and help them install theirs next            
week. 

The training center was so successful that it has attracted visitors           
from around the country and even from abroad. It is now a            
permanent institution in the community that serves as a hub to           
exchange knowledge, seek assistance, and is a distribution point         
for new and better batteries, solar panels, and other technology          
being used to develop community infrastructure. 

In this case, there isn’t a jointly-owned rice mill or really the need             
for democratically controlled decision making, but it is a         
cooperative nonetheless and one you can find similar examples of          
all over the world. 

The force multiplier here isn’t just collaboration in building and          
maintaining private energy solutions, but also in the community’s         
ability to organize events and contribute to provincial and national          
discussions regarding energy policy. 

Branding: Decades ago in Thailand’s northern mountainous       
provinces, opium production was a serious problem. Drug gangs         
controlled large swaths of land. The people who lived there had           
little means to make a living besides growing opium poppies for           
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these gangs. This severely limited their social and economic         
mobility. 

The solution was to expel the gangs, but instead of punishing the            
people growing poppies or abandoning them, they were provided         
with alternative crops to grow. But this alone would have left these            
remote communities twisting in the wind and would have invited          
the gangs right back in. 

 

Beyond introducing alternative crops, the project, known as Doi         
Tung, was two-pronged in nature. It provided people without         
access to a formal education with technical training, and began          
building up processing facilities, marketing capabilities, and a        
distribution network to move products across the country and, in          
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turn, bring in profits from across the nation back to these           
mountaintop communities. 

Today, what was once gang-controlled poppy fields is now one of           
the most celebrated agricultural and business cooperatives in the         
nation. The products from this cooperative can be found on store           
shelves across the country competing with big brands both from          
within Thailand and abroad. 

The force multiplier here was not just the agricultural aspects of           
shared production facilities, but also the branding and marketing         
driven by an incredible story of social and economic         
transformation. 

Institutional: I’ve been part of a DIYbio group in Thailand for a            
few years now. We’ve informally divided up tasks with myself          
developing opensource hardware, another member looking for       
practical applications in agriculture and food processing, and        
another still who does an excellent job on outreach and          
education. 

This is a cooperative built around an idea rather than a business            
model. It is informal in structure, and there’s no real money           
involved because each area of focus is something each of us do            
as a hobby or parallel to our daytime jobs. It is an example of a               
very informal cooperative because there is no definitive plan or          
serious delegation of tasks and responsibilities. But it is still a           
cooperative nonetheless. 

The force multiplier here is that as a loose organization, we’re           
able to share resources and knowledge, inform each other into          
areas of practical inquiry to collectively move the group forward          
toward real-world applications, and the ability (when we want to)          
to present ourselves as an organization using the collective         
credentials of its individual members to boost our credibility and          
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open up opportunities to collaborate with others including major         
institutions. 

These are things we might not be able to do ourselves that even             
the most informal of cooperatives makes possible.  

Organizing a Cooperative 

As we can see, the organizational and legal structure of a           
cooperative is very flexible. It can be a large, formal arrangement           
resembling a corporation in many aspects or a more informal and           
practical association between entrepreneurs and individuals. 

For our purposes, let’s focus more on an informal arrangement,          
because it’s always easier to start small and work your way           
toward something more significant in the future if it works out.  

1. What’s Your Goal? Obviously you need to figure out what           
your cooperative is going to cooperate around. This is going to           
determine everything else. 

If you’re into agriculture or the physical production of something, it           
might mean co-investing in equipment individual members of your         
proposed cooperative couldn’t afford themselves. 

If it’s a more collaborative sort of cooperative, it might mean           
simply delegating responsibilities like the above-mentioned      
DIYbio group example. 

2. Find Like-Minded Individuals: Just like building a company,         
creating a cooperative means finding like-minded people who not         
only want to be part of the cooperative but have the skills and             
desire to fulfill their role within it. Think about choosing members           
for your cooperative like you would if you were carrying out           
interviews to fill a position in a company. 

Have provisions in place if you are organizing a more formal           
cooperative to bring new members in and to let go of members            
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not fulfilling their responsibilities, which leads us to the next          
point...  

3. Agree Upon and Write Down Rules: Just like starting a           
business or entering into a business partnership, a more serious          
cooperative will need clear rules that are agreed upon, written          
down, and signed. 

4. Financing: Part of writing down rules will include determining          
financial responsibilities (if applicable) for each member. The        
clearer these rules are, the fewer bumps in the road you will face             
in the future, especially regarding co-owned equipment and        
access to it. 

5. What’s Next? For my DIYbio example, it’s even a stretch to            
really call it a “cooperative,” but I wanted to include it to give an              
example of how an informal association does technically fit the          
definition, because from our DIYbio group we can easily establish          
the “makerspace” equivalent – a community lab. 

It’s an idea we’ve thrown around from time to time, and it would             
require us going through the process of recruiting more people to           
join, writing down clear rules, and settling the costs of (and the            
distribution of potential profits from) running the community lab. 

I’ve included this example so that people out there who never           
gave much thought to a cooperative could have the simplest          
example of where to start. For your case, it might be something            
like woodworking, coding, welding, or even media production        
where you might want to join with others formally or informally and            
look to find your own “force multiplier.” 

I’ll include a link here to a 7-step process for a more serious “start              
a cooperative” game plan. If you’re interested in decentralization         
and self-sufficiency, if you’re already engaged in individual or         
local entrepreneurship or other local activities, and want to start          
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bringing more of what you depend on closer to home, consider           
the cooperative model in all its forms as a possible way to make it              
happen. 
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WEALTH 

Exploring Crypto-Collectibles And Other Non-Fungible     
Tokens 

 

By Jeff Paul 

Market spikes seem to occur when there are popular goods that           
can only be bought with cryptocurrency. First it was drugs, then it            
was ICOs, and I predict non-fungible tokens (crypto-collectibles,        
etc.) will lead the charge in the next bull run. 
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In 2013, bitcoin was the only currency accepted to buy drugs and            
other goods at the Silk Road anonymous marketplace. The         
speculators had reason to be bullish. Early bitcoin investors like          
actor Ashton Kutcher said, "I think the fact that you can buy drugs             
and ammo with it is actually (a) validator of the currency itself." 

This real-world use-case increased demand for bitcoin and        
resulted in a higher value. But the price of bitcoin got overheated,            
deep web markets were shut down, and the Mt. Gox exchange           
collapsed which brought on a bear market that lasted almost two           
years. 

Shortly after that came the next product you could only buy with            
cryptocurrency: ICOs (initial coin offerings). The Ethereum       
platform was designed so users can originate and trade tokens on           
its blockchain. In 2017, this feature was primarily used to launch           
crowdsales to fund new projects. The ICO frenzy drove the          
demand for BTC and ETH to buy ICO tokens. It drove the overall             
market cap of cryptocurrency from $17B at the beginning of 2017           
to over $800B by the end of the year. 

As more and more ICOs appeared to be fraudulent, the US           
Securities and Exchange Commission began investigating them.       
The SEC found that many ICOs are securities and must be           
registered and regulated under the law. 

ICOs, based on specific facts, may be securities offerings,         
and fall under the SEC's jurisdiction of enforcing federal         
securities laws. 

ICOs that are securities most likely need to be registered          
with the SEC or fall under an exemption to registration. 

An SEC investigation into the first widely publicized ICO, The          
DAO by Slock.it, which was hacked resulting in the Ethereum          
Classic fork, determined that it was indeed a security. 
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This guidance didn't stop ICOs, but many of them began to ban            
US citizens from participating. Although many Americans used        
virtual private networks (VPNs) to buy into ICOs, this ruling          
created enough of a barrier to participate that it cooled the           
white-hot market to a simmer. Then technical trading forces took          
over and today's icy cold market is upon us. 

I believe the market will heat back up with the emergence of            
non-fungible tokens that can be used for crypto-collectibles,        
virtual goods and gaming assets, digital art, memberships,        
securities, and much more. 

Cryptocurrency pioneer Erik Voorhees agrees: 
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What Are Non-Fungible Tokens? 

Simply put, non-fungible tokens (NFTs) are unique digital assets.         
While bitcoins (UTXOs) are technically unique, their trade value is          
fungible like an ounce of gold. Whereas the value of individual           
NFTs vary due specifically to their uniqueness. 

According to Wikipedia:  

A non-fungible token (NFT) is a special type of cryptographic          
token which represents something unique; non-fungible      
tokens are thus not interchangeable. This is in contrast to          
cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin, and many network or utility        
tokens that are fungible in nature. 

Non-fungible tokens are used to create verifiable digital        
scarcity. NFTs are used in several specific applications that         
require unique digital items like crypto-collectibles and       
crypto-gaming. 

Most NFTs are currently built on Ethereum using the ERC-721          
standard, but a new standard ERC-1155 has been proposed. As          
reported by Blockonomi: 

The team behind the Enjin platform proposed a new token          
standard, the ERC-1155 standard. Intended to provide a        
vast improvement over the original ERC-721 standard,       
ERC-1155 enables a multitude of benefits in regards to         
NFTs. Specifically, the standard allows for a token contract         
to contain both fungible and non-fungible tokens, something        
previously not possible. Additionally, ERC-1155 enables the       
ability to implement multiple different NFTs into the same         
transaction, creating a much more efficient process for the         
exchange of NFTs through a distributed marketplace. 
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Other platforms are experimenting with NFTs, too, including        
Stellar, EOS, and even Bitcoin Cash (BCH) with its Simple Ledger           
Protocol and Wormhole. 

NFTs are easier to explain by showing a few examples, which we            
do below. However, I also recommend watching this recent video          
by Bruce Fenton. He superbly covers the growing ecosystem of          
NFTs. 

Crypto-collectible Projects 

When I first heard about CryptoKitties, I played it like it was my             
job for about a week. I learn best by doing, so I jumped in without               
researching anything. As a result, I likely won't recover the ETH I            
spent on my collection of kitties. 

CryptoKitties is a blockchain game to buy, sell and breed unique           
digital cats. It's early popularity brought the concept of         
crypto-collectibles to the public's attention. 

Most speculators are “playing” CryptoKitties by buying and        
holding Generation 0 cats or rare “fancy” cats. I bought several           
cats to see if I could make money breeding handsome cats by            
combining desirable traits. 

It works like this: you get a MetaMask wallet for your browser and             
add ETH to it, then go shopping at the CryptoKitties market.           
CryptoKitties releases Gen 0 cats via auctions, and other users          
sell their cats using auctions or fixed prices. Next, you can breed            
two cats together and they'll give birth to another cat usually with            
a new combination of their unique “cattributes.” 

I sold several cats for large profits at the peak of the frenzy.             
However, the Ethereum network couldn't scale to handle the         
volume on the CryptoKitties platform. Transactions became very        
expensive and unreliable, making the game a terrible user         
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experience. The bear market came shortly after that, and now          
only a few hundred people are using CryptoKitties daily. 

But that hasn't stopped new projects from popping up. One that is            
very similar to CryptoKitties is a game called CryptoBots, which          
allows users to buy and sell bots, create new bots, join           
tournaments to win unique bots, and to buy items to make bots            
stronger. 

 

Other early collectible projects include CryptoStrikers which are        
digital trading cards that feature the most popular soccer players          
in the world; and MLB Crypto Baseball, highlighted by Voorhees          
above, is a fully licensed project with Major League Baseball to           
offer MLB Cryptos of players that can eventually be used in a            
“roster” for fantasy-sports-style games. MLB Cryptos are in        
pre-sale auctions right now! 
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Digital Property 

 

Another interesting use of NFTs is for digital real estate in virtual            
reality games where you buy and develop your property in a           
cityscape. Decentraland is an early project with property for sale          
in a Genesis City. 

From their website: 

There are plenty of opportunities to explore or even create          
your own piece of the universe. Here, you can purchase land           
through the Ethereum blockchain, creating an immutable       
record of ownership. No one can limit what you build. 

With full control over your land, you can create unique          
experiences unlike anything in existence. Your imagination is        
the limit: go to a casino, watch live music, attend a           
workshop, shop with friends, start a business, test drive a          
car, visit an underwater resort, and much, much more—all         
within a 360-degree, decentralized virtual world. 

Crypto-Collectible Exchanges 
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Although most of the crypto-collectible projects have their own         
native marketplaces, there are exchanges that showcase assets        
from multiple projects. The most popular are Rare Bits and          
OpenSea. 

 

Opportunities for Investors 

There are other ways to invest in the coming NFT boom without            
buying individual assets. Some cryptocurrencies, utility tokens       
and security tokens are focused on adding value to the NFT           
space. 

One of these is WAX. WAX, short for World Asset eXchange, is a             
utility token and decentralized marketplace for virtual goods        
launched by the creators of OPSkins. Provably rare and easily          
tradable assets for video games is a huge opportunity for NFTs,           
and WAX is leading the charge in the gaming arena. Because of            
that, WAX tokens could increase in value as this space grows. 

Another project to watch is the 0x protocol for the decentralized           
exchange of tokens built with Ethererum standards. Investors can         
bet on the 0x project by buying their ZRX token which has a fixed              
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supply of 1 billion. 0x currently works for exchanging unique but           
fungible ERC-20 tokens (like securities and utility tokens). 

Security or equity tokens will likely be an even bigger          
phenomenon than crypto-collectibles because blockchain ledgers      
are ideal for financial markets. Blockchains are expensive        
networks, thus they're only necessary for services that require         
immutability (censorship resistance). 

It may be a while before a reliable method for issuing “compliant”            
security tokens becomes ubiquitous. With CoinText, we're hoping        
to be a part of creating the next generation of securities tokens            
that will one day replace the corruptible gatekeepers on Wall          
Street. 

RAVENCOIN is a project to establish a trading platform for token           
assets loosely based on the original Counterparty protocol. Bruce         
Fenton, who is at the forefront of the securities token industry, is            
one of its founders. 

Bruce is also on the board of another intriguing project          
spearheaded by Overstock's founder Patrick Byrne called tZERO.        
tZERO is a blockchain project to facilitate trade in capital markets           
that just raised an astonishing $270 million in traditional venture          
funding and in a presale for its upcoming ICO. 

Michael del Castillo at Forbes writes:  

Ironically, the firm's $1.5 billion valuation of tZERO makes         
the blockchain company, which hasn’t even launched its        
flagship product, more valuable than its Overstock.com       
parent, now valued at $1.07 billion. 

Opportunities for Entrepreneurs 

Here are a few opportunities for entrepreneurs to build around          
NFTs. 
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Licensing art is one way to leverage digital scarcity. We see           
above that NFT projects are licensing professional sports brands         
to create tradable assets. The same can be done, for example,           
with licensing Marvel, DC, Star Wars or other Disney characters.          
Most of these organizations already have standard licensing        
agreements. Since this concept is so early, if you have a cool            
idea, you may be able to secure licensing deals with big content            
producers who haven't heard of NFTs yet. 

If you're an artist, you can already tokenize digital art, photos,           
videos, music and more as NFTs where everyone will be able to            
verify the originality of your work. The Digital Art Chain is a DIY             
platform to turn your art into one-of-a-kind digital assets. 

Single-use event tickets is also another potential use for NFTs.          
Too many opportunities to list. 

Timeshare tokens will be a thing. One of the biggest problems           
with buying a timeshare in real estate is that they're difficult to            
resell. NFTs can easily represent a specific time period of          
property ownership or right of use, and they'll be simple to sell or             
trade. 

Digital music sales – songs, jingles, and sound effects – can be            
tokenized as well. One project Crypto Jingles is already         
attempting this. NFTs attached to a song or a jingle prove the            
provenance (chain of ownership) of the original work without         
complicated copyright contracts. One business model that may        
have potential is something like Bensound.com who's a musician         
making commercial music for broadcasters, YouTubers, and       
marketers to use in their content. NFTs may provide opportunities          
using a similar model. 

I hope this got your juices flowing to do more research into            
non-fungible tokens and crypto-collectibles. It's likely going to        
drive the next bull market. 
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BITCOIN & SILVER REPORTS 

 

 

August brought us some rather heavy volatility in the         
cryptocurrency markets. Bitcoin started the month at about $8200,         
and by mid-month has hit a low of just above $6k. After that, the              
price climbed steadily higher to about $7400. In the past couple of            
days the price has fallen sharply lower to the $6300 level we’re at             
today. We’re back to seeing swings of 20% or more either           
direction over a 24-hour period. 
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Despite the recent sell-off, we still have incredibly bullish news          
coming out of ICE, the Intercontinental Exchange (which owns the          
NYSE). Trillions of dollars in trades flow through the ICE platform,           
and the CEO there is very interested in bringing Bitcoin-backed          
assets to the exchange. The product he intends to bring will be a             
Bitcoin-delivered product, meaning actual Bitcoin has to be taken         
out of the market and physically delivered when trades are          
settled.  

In most cases with futures contracts, there’s a bet that a price will             
be higher or lower on a certain date in the future. Whether it is              
orange juice, pork bellies, gold, or whatever other commodity,         
99% of traders aren’t interested in the physical delivery of the           
commodity. However, the actual contracts are backed by real         
assets – they have to be. So if you wanted to execute your trade              
and take physical delivery of 10,000 lbs. of corn, you can. With            
the ICE Bitcoin contract, it too will be backed 100% by a            
deliverable asset. That means these coins need to come out of           
the trading pool and sit in the vaults of the ICE, backing the             
contracts that are being traded. If this product is successfully          
launched, it will create a tremendous jump in prices, simply due to            
the amount of BTC required to satisfy contracts.  

In addition to this, the ICE also launched an institutional-grade          
custodial service, which guarantees all assets are backed 100%         
by reserves. When the company that owns the NYSE offers          
custodial Bitcoin services, it creates a go-to solution for any large           
fund looking for a safe location to store their crypto assets.  

Lastly, ICE announced a merchant solution allowing small        
businesses to accept Bitcoin and have it converted to cash for           
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immediate delivery. The lack of easy liquidity has been a large           
barrier to adoption for most retailers. With this solution from ICE,           
you can pay for items with Bitcoin at just about any store, and the              
store can have it converted to USD and on the books within            
seconds just like any other payment method. This solution is          
being backed by Starbucks and Microsoft, and the expectation is          
that paying with Bitcoin will be as easy as paying with Apple Pay,             
or any other mobile-based payment app. The fees are going to be            
lower than credit card fees, and the cash will be delivered quicker            
than credit card companies deliver it. This greatly enhances the          
utility of Bitcoin, and we expect the value and price to increase            
greatly as adoption gets underway.  

Now, despite the good news, prices dropped sharply mid-August,         
and panic selling set in. There are hundreds of blockchain-related          
companies that have raised billions of dollars in cryptocurrency.         
As the price of Bitcoin and Ethereum has declined, many are           
seeing their startup capital cut in half, and many are running to            
cash out to USD and preserve what they have left. This sort of             
panic selling and running to USD only creates further declines in           
price, triggering even more panic selling. The weaker hands will          
get washed out eventually, probably sooner rather than later.         
Many coin-based startups will go bankrupt, but those that have a           
viable business model, and the financial discipline to survive a          
panic sell will still be standing to enjoy the mass user adoption            
that’s still down the line.  

For those of you who don’t own any Bitcoin, we suggest using            
Coinbase to take your first position.  
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Be careful with your position sizing; don’t invest more than you’re           
comfortable losing. Also expect major volatility, with possible price         
swings of 50% or more in a matter of days.  

 

Silver Update 

 

The bearish charts last month were indeed accurate, as gold and           
silver both fell to new lows for the year. In last month’s issue we              
suggested a pullback to $14 looked like it was on the way, as             
we’d broken out to the downside. Over the past month prices for            
silver have dropped from about $15.30 to about $14.20 today.  

The $13.80 to $14.20 range is a much stronger floor than the one             
we broke through in June. Once we broke that $16 level in June it              
was a very slow and steady decline to the $14 level we’re at. This              
$14 area is the 5-year low for silver, and a much stronger support             
level than the previous YTD support. We may bounce around          
here for a while, and probably will test $13.80 before any           
sustained move higher can begin. With support after support         
failing, there’s really no way precious metals can rally until one           
holds.  
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The equities markets are still on fire, with new highs made just            
last week. Valuations are at nose-bleed levels across the board,          
corporate debt is at an all-time high, and interest rates are           
creeping up. There will be a much needed correction eventually,          
but calling a top isn’t the right move yet. The effects of higher             
interest rates haven’t taken hold yet, as most companies are still           
living off their cheap debt raised in the past decade. As the credit             
cycle starts to roll over we’ll see prices come down in spectacular            
fashion. But we’re likely 1-2 years away from that point.  

For now all signs point to higher stock market prices, and lower            
prices on gold and silver. Prices are reaching an extreme on the            
low end for precious metals, though, so we could see a relief            
bounce sometime soon. But even with that, we’re seeing         
investors and institutions throw in the towel here. Some precious          
metals ETFs are even closing up shop, or giving up and moving            
their assets to more traditional stocks as performance has been          
so bad lately. 

For those of you who don’t own any silver, low prices during times             
like this are the perfect chance to pick some up. You can find             
great prices from a trusted supplier at Money Metals Exchange. 
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SNEAK PEEK at next issue (October 5th 2018) 

TRENDS & FORECASTING 

How Recycling And DIY Trends Advance The Decentralized 
Economy 

ENTREPRENEURSHIP 

How The Origin of CryptoTwitter Proves The Identity Of Satoshi 
Nakamoto 

SELF-SUFFICIENCY 

Opportunities in 3D Printing 

WEALTH 

Set Up Your Own Personal Pension For Retirement Income 

BITCOIN & SILVER REPORTS 

Not a member yet? 

Click HERE to Join Counter Markets! 
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DISCLAIMER 

This newsletter is not investment, legal or tax advice. The          
information contained here is for educational and entertainment        
purposes only. If you are considering a significant investment into          
any assets or strategies mentioned here, it is best to consult a            
licensed professional. No links will contain affiliates that make         
costs higher for subscribers. 
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